
Advanced Placement English 11 – Language and Composition
Summer Assignment – Mrs. Trotter

Hello!  And WELCOME to AP ENG 11 – Language and Composition!  I am looking forward to having you in class 
this year.  

To prepare for our class, please complete all components of the following Summer Assignment prior to the 
first day of school:

Purchase a copy of The Language of Composition: Reading, Writing, Rhetoric – THIRD EDITION
You can purchase the book directly through the publisher by calling the warehouse at 540-672-7740. Or, you 
can purchase it via Amazon or Barnes & Noble. The price listed below is the publisher’s price; please note, 
however, that prices are subject to change, and purchasing the book through Amazon or Barnes & Noble may 
result in a higher price.

Please note this is a NEW edition of the book. It is different 
from the previous edition. Please do NOT purchase the 
SECOND edition. PLEASE BE CERTAIN TO PURCHASE THE 
THIRD EDITION.

This is the primary book we will be using throughout the year.  It is necessary that each student has his/her 

own copy of the book.  And, it is necessary to have the book in order to complete the Summer Assignment, so 

please make arrangements to purchase the book with enough time to complete the Summer Assignment by 

the first day of school.  Please be certain to purchase the THIRD EDITION.

Please do NOT purchase a USED book. One of the skills we will work on this year is annotating, and it will not 

be possible to distinguish between your annotating skills and a previous reader’s if you purchase a book that 

is already marked up.



1. Closely and actively read two chapters in the book:

a. Chapter 1 – “Introducing Rhetoric: Using the ‘Available Means’” – pages 1-35

b. Chapter 3 – “Analyzing Arguments: From Reading to Writing” – pages 72-135

Please note that you do not have to do the designated activities within these chapters as part of your Summer 

Assignment.  We will work on those during the first few weeks of school.  However, you do need to read 

EVERYTHING in Chapters 1 and 3, including any text that is part of an activity.      Read each chapter in its   

entirety.

2. Active reading requires that you annotate as you read.  Annotation is a key component of close reading.  
Since we will annotate texts all year, you need to develop a system that works for you (within the 
following guidelines).  Effective annotating is both economical and consistent.  The techniques are 
almost limitless.  Use any combination of the following:
 Make brief comments in the margins.  Use any white space available – inside cover, random blank 

pages
 Make brief comments between or within lines of the text.  Do not be afraid to mark within the text 

itself.  In fact, you must.
 Circle or put boxes, triangles, or clouds around words or phrases.
 Use abbreviations or symbols – brackets, stars, exclamation points, question marks, etc.
 Connect words, phrases, ideas, circles, boxes, etc. with lines or arrows.
 ** Underline – CAUTION:  Use this method sparingly.  Underline only a few words.  Always combine 

with another method such as comment.  Never underline an entire passage.  Doing so takes too 
much time and loses effectiveness.  If you wish to mark an entire paragraph or passage, draw a line 
down the margin or use brackets.

 **  Highlight – see underline.  You cannot write with a highlighter anyway.
 Create your own code.
 Use post-it notes only if you have exhausted all available space (unlikely).

3. Bring your book with Chapters 1 and 3 annotated to class on the first day of school.

Author Visit:

In December, we anticipate a visit from Tom Rinaldi, author of The Red Bandanna: A Life. A Choice. A Legacy. 
Prior to the author’s visit in December, please purchase a copy of his book or arrange to borrow a copy from 
the school or public library and read it in its entirety.



Policies and Contact Information

You are required to do your own work for this Summer Assignment.  This is not a collaborative assignment.  

IEP and 504 students:  This assignment is designed with the extended time built in; students are assigned the 
work a full 12 weeks before the assignment is due; therefore, every student’s individual assignment is due on 
the stated assignment due date.

If you have any questions regarding the assignment, you can contact me by e-mail at trotter.1@napls.us. 

Please note that I travel extensively during the summer; therefore, I may not be available to respond to your 
message immediately.  However, please also keep in mind that lack of an immediate response from me is not 
license for you to not complete any portion of the assignment.  You are responsible for completing this 
assignment by the first day of class. 

Also, please remember:  procrastination is not now, nor will it ever be, your friend.  Do not wait until the last 
minute to complete your assignment.  If you do your work hastily, it inevitably shows.  Incomplete or sloppy 
work will not make for a very good first impression.  Keep in mind that this is a college level class; likewise it is an 
elective.  You chose to be in this class; therefore, you have committed to doing the work, and my expectations 
for the quality of that work are very high.
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